Meadowside Designs
Tutorial for butted binding.
Having trimmed the excess wadding and backing from your quilt and made sure
it is reasonably ‘square’ and flat it is time to bind it.
For butted bindings you will need four pre-prepared binding strips – two the
length of the quilt and two about an inch or so longer than the other sides.

Start with one of the shorter strips. Place
it raw edges together along the edge of
the quilt.

Use a walking foot and stitch a consistent
distance (usually ¼ inch or a fraction over)
from the edge. Stitch from one end to the
other.

Trim off any excess.

Repeat with the opposite side.

Fold the binding strips out.

Pin a longer binding strip to the third edge of
the quilt – start on the folded out first
binding strip . . . .

....
and finish on the
folded out end of the
second.

Trim off the excess.

Repeat with the last binding strip.

Fold the binding strips to the back of the quilt – a little at a time seems to work
best, but you will find your own rhythm – and pin in place. Ideally the folded
edge should just cover the line of stitching. If you’ve been super-accurate you
may find you can fold all your binding to the back and then stitch ‘in the ditch’ of
the binding at the front and catch down all the binding neatly on the back. We
lesser mortals will hem our binding by hand as follows –

Use a hemming or ladder stitch (your
choice) and catch the fold of the binding as
neatly as possible to the back of the quilt. It
is ok to stitch through the wadding but try
not to stitch through to the front, especially
if you are using a thread that will show on
the border fabric.

When you get to the corners fold the first
binding strip in place and then fold the third
over the top to enclose all the raw edges.
Stitch in place. You may also like to stitch
the ‘gap’ at the sides of the corners.

Once the corner is neatly stitched, carry on
hemming to the next corner.
And so on . . .

Hemming bindings is a lovely occupation for cold winter nights in front of the
television or radio!

